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Improving the supervisory role is a bigger step than non-employee employees can see. Employees may shine as a member of the team, but the same knowledge they have made there successful must not be used in a supervisory or managerial position. During training, new supervisors need to learn how to avoid problems that can sabotage their views. For
example, supervisors need to have a tact to gain the performance of former teammates who have not yet adapted to a change of role. Many moral issues stem from progress in the department, and the supervisor must increase her visibility and earn the respect her new position deserves. The new supervisor must learn how to identify and move the workload
among the subordinates. In addition to its own projects, the supervisor must also assist others in tracing tasks and maintaining a positive working environment. An overly flamboyable takeover of a new position as superintendent is one of the most serious temptations with temptations, with new supervisors triggered. Supervisors can avoid this by using
techniques such as setting goals, assessing what those in the top management expect, and getting feedback from team members. Strong leadership talks about listening, which is why the first weeks in the new position are critical for asking questions, earning respect, reducing your former teammates' reluctance to change and adopting an appropriate
leadership style. Photo: chensiyuanHi I recently advised that visitors to New York skip Times Square, I was met with real anger by people who do not live in New York. To be clear: You're allowed to visit Times Square! But you can't go there, and then tell everyone that New York is stinky, crowded, too expensive and full of. It's like going to Disney World and
deciding that everyone in Florida is called Mickey Mouse.Ironically, while Times Square is made for tourists, it has almost everything in it, a top-notch buddy somewhere else in New York. And I don't mean superior to the New York snooth, I mean better for you, visitor. Some are cheaper, some more special, most of both. Some are still a mystery to many
New Yorkers. Below, some of the most popular Times Square tourist traps, and my favorite alternatives to each:Museums American Museum of Natural History (Photo: InSapphoWeTrust)If you had your heart set on The Times Square Madame Tussauds, I'll admit there will surely be some star statues in this one that aren't in the chain of 24 other locations.
But for a little less money ($29 less if you skip the proposed donation) you could see the actual one-a-a-kind art and artifacts at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.The Met is so great that you could spend a whole day taking in art without even getting a close look at the entire collection. Highlights include an Egyptian temple, European paintings and a room with
weapons and armour, and always stunning temporary exhibitions. You may find your museum experience more likable if you actually spend less time inside, and... Read moreEned world-class favorites are the American Museum of Natural History, which has a T-rex skeleton and life-size blue statues of a blue statue, and the Museum of Modern Art (just a
few blocks from Times Square). Check out a guided tour of the historic apartments and workshops of the Tenement Museum, or take a look at the New York City-size gymnasium at the Queens Museum.If you really want to, to gawk at some waxy figures, Kush's angry facial collection and a piece of tela u Kuči wax, a plush cocktail bar in Brooklyn's new City
Point, up from the street-food smorgasbord Dekalb Market Hall.ShoppingHousing Works Bookstore Café (Photo by Marginalmonkeys)Square Square Times has a pridobed shopping But it's crowded with the same crowded promenade of shops along Broadway near Houston Street (pronounced How-stunning) in SoHo. And these shops are surrounded by
much more relaxed, welcome neighborhoods in all directions. Or try boutique shops all over the area, just a few blocks east of Broadway. Clothes may be breathtakingly expensive, but it's a fun window shopping, and there is affordable jewelry on sidewalk racks. Unlike Times Square, SoHo has two excellent bookstores: McNally Jackson for new books, the
charity Housing Works Bookstore Café for use. Fancy Candy Stores Dylan's Candy Bar (Photo by m01229)The giant M&M store in Times Square is quite one note. The flagship of Dylan's Candy Bar on the Upper East Side has a much richer selection of novelty chocolates and chocolates, including Bertie Botts from Harry Potter, pizza chocolate flavor, and
yes, M&M's. Dylan also has stores at Union Square, Columbus Circle and JFK airport. Or try more working-class economy candy on the Lower East Side.Broadway TheaterUpright Citizens Brigade (Photo by mofesta)If you have money for a Broadway seat, with all the means go for it. Broadway shows are good! But if you're on a budget or want a more
intimate experience, consider off-Broadway (the term applies to the size of the theater, not the location) at Playwrights Horizons, Lincoln Center or the Signature Theatre. Actors and playwrights often have Broadway, TV and film credits for their name. You want something funny? Skip the tourist-trap free comedy that the guys in Times Square are asking you
to come and try standup in Comedy Cellar, or improv at the UCB theatre of Chelsea and East Village locations, where tomorrow sitcom actors will prove that the improv can actually be good. And for something more experimental, catch up with the New York weekly Neo-Futurists show Infinite Key, formerly known as Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go
Blind.Street Artists, Costumed Characters, and PlazaMermaid Parade (Photo: Richie: Richie Street performers, topless ladies and costumed Elmos in Times Square aren't half as impressive as live bands, dancers and other artists in Washington Square Park. If you arrive in June, you'll see much more scintillating costumes at Coney Island's annual mermaid
parade. All the art stands along Broadway, With their caricatures of a brief, generic airbrush of skyline paintings, these photographs of John Lennon in the I ❤️ NY t-shirt in Central Park (much affordable surroundings) in Union Square (where i market for farmers 4 days is in Nedeia). Italian restaurant Eataly (Photo by blese)I have three friends who eat at
Times Square Olive Garden, and they are all hipsters. Don't be a hipster. Save the olive garden for a home where it's cheaper. Instead, go anywhere in Little Italy. If you don't check out Yelp (or Foursquare, which works better in New York than elsewhere), you might end up somewhere with medium food, but a perfect old-timed atmosphere. For quality Italian
(although not in Little Italy), go to Eataly, Mario Batali market-style grocery store/restaurant/bar/food museum in Flatiron District. It's crowded, but for good reason. Or eat at the local high-end chain Parm, which is comfortable-food delicious and generously shared, especially for its medium price range. We asked you which local places should people go to in
your town instead of chain restaurants and... Read more While there are plenty of good restaurants in the larger Times Square area, don't refuse options in the Lower East Side or East Village. Find a list of the best restaurants, such as the annual winners of New York's Best of New York. Souvenir ShopsFishs Eddy (Photo: Shinya Suzuki)If you want to bring
home something you say I wore this home on a flight from LaGuardia, skip the Times Square store and get the city theme trinke at Fishs Eddy, New York's best food and household store. Something light and unbreakable, like a tea towel. If you travel to Brooklyn (you can spend a whole vacation just a walk along Park Slope, Gowanus, and Cobble Hill) stop
at the Gowanus Souvenir Shop for souvenirs of New York's stinking superfund-site location. Giant AdsHouston St. mural (Photo: Dan DeLuca)Those giant flashing LED panes in The Square are beautiful! Or I think they are, from the two seconds I ever watched before someone pushed me. But they look just as good in the pictures. I'm more excited about
street art all over the city than it is listed in Architectural Digest, Resource Magazine, Time Out New York and Business Insider. Look at what the Houston Bowery Wall looks like this month. TV StudiosCrinal-nakana filming in Manhattan (Photo: Terry Bain)I'm not going to pretend you can swap a visit to the Late Show set or Center. But if you just want to get
close to a show business, check out The Location Vacation to see which TV shows and movies are filming where they are today. Or even visit the Museum of Moving Images in Queens, which is located in active studios, and full of movie memorabilia, as well as child-friendly, interactive exhibitions. SkyscrapersView from the Empire State Building (Photo by
chensiyuan)You know what's cooler than staring at tall buildings, or citing movies from 2010? He's staring out of a tall building. New York looks amazing from above, and is worth a trip to the top of the Empire State Building or World Trade Center. See? You can be a tourist! Be a tourist with good things. If you go to the World Trade Center, stop at the Irish
Hunger Memorial. The city disappears for a second and you will feel like you have walked through the portal into a windy wetlands. Then you'll see how the Jersey skyscraper comes up. Experience is moving. You won't see everything in New York. No one knows, even if we live here. So make the most of your time here and see the good things. Story's
Chelsea space, which is decorated for the concept of Remember When. Have you ever waited for simpler days of dial-up internet, scrunchies and pogs? Well, you're lucky. The New York-based story store partnered with Neiman Marcus during the 25th anniversary of nickelodeon animation in the 1990s. Aptly titled Remember When, the installation turned
STORY's boutique on 11th Avenue into a classroom from the 1990s, with tables facing the wall of chalk, which is enriched with familiar faces from similar Rugrats, Spongebob Squarepants, and Catdog, ad boards that display gap posters, and brightly placed lockers filled with nostalgic merchandise. 90 cartoons. As always, the story represents 1,000
exclusive partnerships; This time, it's the ones that mix the style of the '90s with today's trends. Choose designs by Keds and Smashbox lipsticks, inspired by the period, share shelves with Sugarfina sweets that include vintage Nickelodeon characters. The show's rugrats graces the speakers and phone cases in an anachronistic show of fandom. Meanwhile,
Neiman Marcus smashed a coordinating e-commerce website, along with a playlist from the 1990s, to take shoppers back to their beloved decade. The website is the first online extension of the STORY concept, bringing the shopping experience to aficionados from the 90s around the world. We love STORY's innovative approach to product, marketing and
customer experience, and we believe we can work together in a very exciting way, said Jim Gold, President, Chief Commercial Officer, Neiman Marcus Group. The store and website will run until September 18, when STORY will be transformed into the next iteration. Recurrence.
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